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Abstract 
In Bavinck (1996), we proved the followmg general result for Laguerre polynomials For all x,~ E C 
t 
Z s (--~--t--I) (z~+/)  - k L,_~ (-x)L~_ I (x)=6,,2,+l(-x), l,J, sE{0,1,2,. } (1) 
/, j 
provided that l ~> 2s + j In this letter we derive the analogues of this formula for Charher and Melxner polynomials 
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1. Introduction 
In some papers [1-6] linear difference operators were studied havmg hnear perturbations of  Charlier 
and Meixner polynomials as eigenfunctions. In all these papers the difference operators found were 
of  infinite order. Mostly forward differences were used and inversion formulae for these differences 
were derived. The analogue of  (1) for Meixner polynomials, derived in this letter together with 
the analogue of  (1) for Charlier polynomials, will be used as an essential tool in [3]. There linear 
perturbations of  Melxner polynomials will be constructed which, in the case that fl is a positive 
integer, are eigenfunctions of  a finite-order linear difference operator containing both forward and 
backward differences. 
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2. The difference operators A ") 
If we define A f (x)  : :  f (x  + l ) - f (x )  and ~7f(x) :=  f (x )  - f (x  - 1 ), we introduce the operators 
{A ° )~ by 1~=0 
Al°l f (x )  : :  f (x) ,  
AtX~)f(x) : : (A~7) ' f (x) ,A(2' - t l f (x) : :A(A~7)~- ' f (x) ,  i=  1,2,3 . . . . .  (2) 
Hence, A<l)f(x) : :  A f (x ) ,  A~X)f(x) : :  A ~7f(x), A 13 I f(x) :=  A(A ~7)f(x), etc. 
For the differences {A}I')}~ 0 we have the following rules: 
Lemma 1. (i) For s, j¢  {0,1,2 . . . .  } 
AUA ~2~+j) :A  (2'+J+l) i f  j is even, 
A(J)A C2~+1) :A  ~2,+j+z) + A ~2~+g+l) i f j  is odd, 
ACJ)A 12') =A ~2'+g) Jor all values oj j, 
(ii) 
A ~l) [f(x)g(x)] : g(x + 1 )A¢l)f(x) + f (x  )AI1)g(x), 
in particular, 
A~l)((-x)~f(x)) : ( - -x -- 1 ),A <j )f(x) - f (x)s(-x)~_l .  
(iii) 
A(2)[f(x)g(x)] : f (x )At2~g(x)  + g(x - 1 )A(2) f (x )  
+ [A~l~g(x) + A ~j Ig(x - 1 )]A~l)f(x), 
in particular, 
At2)((-x)~f(x)) =f(x ) [ ( -x  - 1 )~ - 2 ( -x )~ + ( -x  + 1 )~] 
+ ( -x  + 1 )~A(2)f(x) + [ -s( -X)s- i  - s ( -x  + 1 ),,_l]s A(I )f(x). 
(iv) I f  p.(x) is a polynomial with deg[p~(x)] : n then At')p. is a polynomial with deg[A°)p~(x)] : 
n - i, n ¢ [~, O <~ t <~ n. 
3. Meixner polynomials 
In an appropriate normalization the Meixner polynomials {M~/~l(x; c)}n% 0 are defined for all values 
of fl and c except for c = 0 by 
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and M~#)(x; c) = 0 if n E { -  1, -2 ,  -3 , . . .} .  We take c ¢ 0 and c ¢ 1. We then have 
and hence for i E { 1,2, 3,. . .} 
A"'M~#)(x;c)= M__(~ +', (x -  L½iJ ;c). 
The Meixner polynomials satisfy the following relation: 
-1-cX A(2)_ l - - c  x A (j~ M~#)(x;c)=nM~#)(x;c), n=0,1 ,2  . . . . .  
The generating function 




EM~ -#-'+') (-x + L½(i- 1)]'c)t". S- 'M '#+j) (x -  [½jj ;c)t m ' ~ m 
n=O m=O 
( ~)L'(, l)J-L½j]~ - (,-k½(,-1)J)-(/-L½J])-I 




If we compare the coefficient of t '-j on both sides of the equality we see that for i= j  this equals 1, 
whereas if i > j then 0 ~< L½(i - 1 )j - L½JJ which implies that both exponents at the right-hand side 
are nonnegative and add up to i - j - 1. It follows that in the case i > j the coefficient of  t ~-1 is 
equal to zero. Thus, 
M,2-[ -'+'' ( -x  + L½(i- 1)] ,'A~, "",-,a'(t3+>' (x- [½J] ;c) = 6,.. 
/~=/ 
(6) 
t >~ j, t,j E {0, 1,2 . . . .  }. This gives the reversion formula in the Meixner case. 
4. The analogue of (1) for Meixner polynomials 
Theorem 2. Let 
v,#~(x;i,j,s,c):= ( c_.~ '-j 
\ c - l J  
k~M,(-[ -'+'' ( -x + L½(i- 1)] "c) A,¢,/~+~)(x - L½J] c )  
- -  , " "k - -y  , • 
For all # E C, i , j ,s E {0, 1,2 . . . .  }, j <~ i and c E C\{0, 1} the following assertions are true. 
(i) I f  t > 2s + j then 
v(#~(x; i, j ,s,  c ) = O. (7) 
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(ii) I f  l = 2s + j then 
(,) vl/~)(x;I,J.S,C)= 6.2,+/ T£-7_ c 
if j is even and 
vIln(x; t, J,s, c) = ~J,,e~+j 
zf J is odd. 
I (-x + LJJ),, 
(x +/~ +,  + [ ' j J ) , ,  
(ill) I f  i < 2s + j then vU~l(x;i,j,s,c) & a polynomial in x with deg[vl/n(x;i,j,s,c)] <<. s 
Proof. Let RU~)(x;j,s; c) be the linear difference operator of the form 
R(IS)(x;j,s; c) ~ (In'x." = p, [ ,J,S,c)A u) 
1=1 
such that for certain values j ,s E {0, 1,2 .... }, 
./, ~. ,  o.~,.,,,,.,/,,,~, n' M us+'' (x L½JJ ;c) Pt (a , j ,a ,c / z l  Jvi n i x ,  C )= *"-I1--] 
I=1 
for all nC {1,2,3 .... }. 
The coefficients plf)(x;j,s;c) are uniquely determined and can be calculated by (6) 
1 
| /  / ( ' ~  / / /  <ln'x s V"  M ~-l~-'+l P, t ;Y, ; c )= i ( -X+Ls( i - l ) j , c ;n~,  c~. ' - 'M ' /~+S' (X -L2 j j . c  ). 
z__. .... \ c -  1) "'-,,-/ 
t l  =J 
However, by (4) and (5), it is easy to see that for all n E {1,2,3 .... } and j, s E {0, 1,2 .... } 
A(,) [ l X A,2, ( tic' ) ]' (~) '  - - -  - x A" '  at,,<v"(~,c)-. = n ~ ~</ '+"  (x - [½sJ ; c ) .  
- -  c 1 - c - - . - s  
It follows that 
A~'~ [ x A(2) ( l~c ) ]' 
- - - -  x A ( t )  
1 - c  1 - c  
= _ A#u:~+.,) (x - [ ' j J ' c )  A" '  ~' (~] ' - '  ~"-~'-'+" (-x + L'u l)J ;c).,.,_, 
,=1 \c -  1}  " " ' -~  ' " 
Using Lemma 1 we can show by mducUon that 
- -  - -  x A I1) 
1 - -c  1 - - c  
1 
--(1 - c)' [(-x)'At2S) + { - ( -x ) ,  + ( -c ) ' (x  + fl)~}A t2~-1)] 
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If we let A ~ operate on both sides we obtain (7)-(9),  which proves the assertions (i) and (ii), 
Assertion (ili) can be proved from (10) by induction. 
5. Charlier polynomials 
We define the Charlier polynomials {C},")(x)}~=0, a ¢ O, in an appropriate normalization by 
. . . . .  
and C,¢,")(x)= 0 if n E { - i , -2 , -3  .... }. The generating function is 
e'(1-~)'=~-~C~,"'(x)t ". 
n=O 
If we put c = a/(a +/~) in (7)-(9)  and let /~--~ ,  using the limit relations 
hm ~1 M(/~I x; = C,', (x) /~  (3)~ ,, 
and 
lim I~M~-/~) x; = (-1)"Cl,-")(x), 
i J -~  (l~)" " 
we obtain the following general result for Charlier polynomials. 
Theorem 3. Let 
1 
u I° ) (x ; t , j , s ) :=( -a ) ' - I~- 'k 'C  ~") (x 1 ),-~e~-,I - ~sSJ) (-1 ( -x + L~(i- 1)J) /~  h - j  "~- / ,  . • 
/ ,= /  
For ~11 x ~ C, l,j,.~ ~ {0, 1,2 . . . .  } an J  a ~ C\{O} the J 'oUowmo assemons  . re  true 
(i) I f  i > 2s + l then 
u(a)(x; i,J,S) = O. 
(fi) I f  t = 2s + j then 
I • u(° ' (x ; i , j , s )= ( - -x+ LJJ), i f / i s  even 
and 
u l " ) (x ; l , j , s )=( -a )  ~ i~ j ts odd. 
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6. Remark 
It is not difficult to show that (7 ) - (9 )  turn into (1) if we write /~--~ + 1 and use the well-known 
limit relation 
limM~ ~+j) ;c = L(.~)(x). 
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